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Abstract Selecting a suitable business process manage-
ment (BPM) tool to build a business process support system
for a particular business process is difficult. There are a num-
ber of BPM tools on the market that are available as systems
to install locally and as services in the cloud. These tools
are based on different BPM paradigms (e.g., workflow or
case management) and provide different capabilities (e.g.,
enforcement of the control flow, shared spaces, or a collab-
orative environment). This makes it difficult for an organi-
zation to select a tool that would fit the business processes
at hand. The paper suggests a solution for this problem. The
core of the solution is a modeling technique for business
processes for eliciting their requirements for a suitable BPM
tool. It produces a high-level, business process model, called
a “step-relationship” model that depicts the essential char-
acteristics of a process in a paradigm-independent way. The
solution presented in this paper has been developed based
on the paradigm of design science research, and the paper
discusses the research project from the design science per-
spective. The solution has been applied in two case studies
in order to demonstrate its feasibility.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The problem to be addressed

A business process support (BPS) system is a system that
helps process participants to run their processes efficiently.
To build such a system from scratch is time-consuming and
requires a great deal of software engineering. The latter can
be greatly diminished by employing a business process man-
agement (BPM) tool that includes high-level means for build-
ing BPS systems. However, selecting a suitable BPM tool
for building a BPS system for a particular process is not a
trivial task. The major difficulty lies in the fact that there
are numerous BPM tools on the market, and they imple-
ment different paradigms upon which one can build a BPS
system.

The mainstream paradigm in this domain is workflow-
oriented thinking [44]. Besides the workflow paradigm, there
are some less-widely known paradigms, such as case man-
agement [43], including adaptive case management [42].
Usually, providers of BPM tools build their tools based on
one of the paradigms—some of the tools are workflow-based,
while others are based on case management.

The suitability of a particular paradigm for creating com-
puterized support depends upon the business process in ques-
tion. Some business processes can be streamlined and opti-
mized, making workflow-based tools a perfect match for
building BPS systems. For others, a social software tool,
such as a wiki, can be an appropriate choice. Therefore,
selecting a BPM tool to build a BPS system for a particu-
lar process requires an understanding of the nature of the
process at hand. For example, employing a workflow-based
tool requires the splitting of the process into a number of
predefined operations/activities that can be ordered in a sys-
tematic way, whereas the use of a wiki-type service does not
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even require the identification of the operations that are to be
carried out. The latter alternative could be more suitable for
emergent or loosely structured processes, for which it is hard
to predefine the operations/activities and the order in which
they should be carried out.

Trying several paradigms to discover which one is the
most suitable for the given process can be costly and imprac-
tical. The problem is to find/develop a method that will allow
the business to elicit the requirements on the capabilities to
be provided by the BPM tool without going into the details of
the process, for example, without building a detailed model
of this process. Besides being too costly, building a detailed
model requires the choice of a language/notation, for exam-
ple, BPMN. As most languages are tightly coupled with a
specific paradigm (e.g., BPMN is coupled with workflow),
choosing a specific language may later influence the decision
on which type of BPM tools will be selected for implement-
ing computerized support.

The need for finding practical methods for selecting appro-
priate BPM tools becomes more urgent with growing num-
ber of BPM tools offered as cloud services, see for exam-
ple, [1,7,37,39]. The shift to cloud computing in the BPM
area means increased availability of inexpensive BPM tools,
delivered as services that are ready for the deployment at a
moment’s notice. This makes the use of BPS systems afford-
able, even for small companies and organizations. In addi-
tion, it allows business people to employ a BPS system as
a service at the department level. The burden of having to
consult with the IT department about the existence of an
appropriate IT infrastructure to support a particular tool they
want is lifted, because the only infrastructure they need is
a Web browser. The same applies to financial concerns; it
is possible to test a new service without high initial invest-
ments. The decision about which BPM service to choose for
some processes can be decided at the department level, with-
out the involvement of IT people, who may not be present or
may not be sufficiently competent in small enterprises and
organizations.

1.2 Existing solutions

We have not found a practical method for dealing with the
problem outlined in Sect. 1.1 in the literature. The works
that deal with the issues of choosing BPM tools only deal
with choosing a tool from the same paradigm, e.g., workflow
[44], and/or only deal with selecting a tool using technical
and not business criteria. However, the literature does identify
the limitations in the scope of the applicability of particular
paradigms for building computerized support, for example,
see definition of “workflowability” in Baresi et al. [8]. This
type of works can be useful when developing a solution for
the problem at hand.

1.3 Suggested solution

In this paper, we propose the use of a high-level model of
the process at hand for determining the capabilities of a suit-
able BPM tool for this process. The level of details in the
model should be sufficient for gaining an understanding of
the kind of tools that would be appropriate for this process,
but no more. We believe that additional details should be
investigated when the choice of tool has been made, using
the appropriate means for that tool. Although the model we
propose is a high-level model, it should not be focused only
on the flow of operations/activities, but should also include
several additional perspectives, such as information flow, and
the needs of communication/collaboration in the process.

For creating this model, we have used a special modeling
technique called “step-relationship” modeling. As the name
points out, the model is defined in terms of steps and the
relationships between them. Steps represent work packages
or relatively large chunks of work, while relationships rep-
resent different kind of relations between the steps in the
process, such as the input/output relationship, the possibility
of parallel execution, and the presence of intersecting teams.
The presence or absence of particular kinds of relationships
is then used for establishing the requirements on a BPM tool
to be used for building a BPS system.

Although we outline the entire approach, from building
a model to choosing a BPM tool based on the analysis of
the model, the focus of this paper is on describing the step-
relationship modeling technique and on explaining the use
of it in practice. Other components of our approach need to
be developed and evaluated further.

The research presented in this paper is based on our expe-
rience of building BPS systems [5,10,11,14], as well as on
our experiences in the sales and marketing of our own BPM
tool, called iPB [28].1

1.4 Research methodology and structure of the paper

The research reported in this paper is being conducted using
DSR principles [27,36]. More precisely, we use the DSR
interpretation given in [12,13] that considers a DSR project
as movement in and between two worlds: (a) the real world
of specific problems and solutions in local practices, and (b)
the abstract world of generic problems and solutions.

The paper is written according to the following plan. In
Sect. 2, we introduce the main concepts related to business
processes and BPS systems. In Sect. 3, we give our interpre-
tation of DSR. In Sect. 4, we describe the problem and out-
line the solution, based on the DSR principles from Sect. 3.

1 Note that the step-relationship model suggested in this paper has
no direct connection to the models used in our BPS systems, and the
modeling techniques used in iPB.
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Fig. 1 A plan/template for handling a situation when there is a need to develop a customized software system

Sections 5 to7 present a detailed description of the com-
ponents of the solution. Section 5 describes elements of the
step-relationship process model. Section 6 lists and describes
the capabilities that can be provided by a BPM tool. Section 7
presents a procedure for establishing which capabilities are
required for a particular process through analysis of its step-
relationship model. Section 8 discusses cases in which our
solution has been tested, and lessons learned from them. Sec-
tion 9 summarizes what has already been achieved, lists the
challenges to be overcome, and draws plans for the future.
Appendices provide additional details of the solution and test
cases.

This paper is an extended version of our idea paper pre-
sented at the BPMDS 2012 conference [16]. In this ver-
sion, Sects. 3 (Research Method-Design Science Research),
4 (From Identifying the Problem to Outlining the Solution), 8
(Demonstration and Evaluation) and “Appendixes 10 and 11”
are completely new, while other sections have been revised
and extended based on the feedback from the presentation.

2 Basic concepts and assumptions

This section introduces the basic concepts related to the busi-
ness processes in sufficient detail that even a reader that is not
familiar with the domain of BPM (Business Process Manage-
ment) can follow the reasoning when we describe the problem
and the suggested solution.

2.1 Business processes and process support systems

There are many definitions of the notion of business process,
each of them highlighting different aspects, as described by
[15]. The most common view of business processes is an
operational one, in which the process is considered as a par-
tially ordered sequence of activities aimed at reaching some
goal [25,45]. This view serves as a basis for workflow-based
BPS systems [44]. However, this view is not suitable for
other types of BPS systems, for example, case-handling sys-
tems [43], and especially not for those that belong to the
new paradigm of adaptive case management—ACM [42].
As our investigation is not limited to any particular type of
BPS system, in this section, we introduce the basic concepts
of business processes and BPS systems in a generic way that
is compatible with different approaches to building BPS sys-
tems.2

2 The basis for the definitions in this section is a systems-oriented view
of business processes presented in [10].

The term business process encompasses two distinct con-
cepts: business process type and business process instance
(or case), here defined as follows:

– business process type is a plan/template for handling busi-
ness situations of a certain type;

– business process instance/case is a situation being han-
dled according to a plan/template suggested by a given
business process type.3

A business process type (plan/template) can include infor-
mation on any combination of the following:

– a situation that warrants application of the plan, i.e., that
triggers the creation of a new instance;

– a goal to reach;
– sub-goals and an order in which they could/should be

achieved (goal decomposition);
– operations/actions/activities that should be completed for

achieving goals/sub-goals and the order in which they
should be completed (operational decomposition);

– rules of responsibility/participation (both for sub-goals
and operations);

– rules of collaboration/communication between partici-
pants pursuing common goals/sub-goals (communica-
tion/collaboration channels).

For example, consider the situation of the development of
a customized software system for a particular customer. A
general plan for handling this situation can be presented as
a simplified flowchart, as shown in Fig. 1. To this flowchart,
any number of details can be added, e.g., the first step in
Fig. 1 should be carried out by requirements engineers, the
second step should produce use case diagrams, and the third
step should use Java as a programming language. The more
details that are added, the more rigid the process will be.
For example, setting the requirement that all programming
should be done in Java will force the developers to use this
language, even in cases where it does not fit, e.g., for the
development of operating systems.

3 The dichotomy type/instance is accepted in all dialects of the BPM lit-
erature. However, different terms can be used to express this dichotomy.
For example “process” itself can be used to refer to the type, while case
or run is used to denote the instance. Another term that is used to denote
the type is process model, which is typical for an operational view. We
have chosen to use the terms “type” and “instance” as they suit both our
pragmatic and theoretical definition better.
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The business process type (template) can reside in any
combination of the following:4

– in the heads of staff members who participate in instances
of this business process type (i.e., tacit knowledge). This
knowledge guides the participants in the process in what
is permitted, obliged, and/or prohibited, without requir-
ing them to reflect about it;

– as written documents, including process maps and other
kinds of process descriptions (i.e., explicit knowledge)
stored on paper or electronically, e.g., in the form of
Web-based hypertext. These documents contain explicit
instructions of what is permitted, obliged, and/or prohib-
ited;

– in software systems/services used to support the running
of the instances of the process (i.e., built-in or embedded
knowledge). The usage of such systems forces process
participants to carry out some actions in a certain way
and/or in a certain order.

In other words, the knowledge about processes can range
from being completely tacit (e.g., residing in the heads of
the process participants), to being totally explicit (e.g., being
depicted in detailed process maps).

We define a business process support (BPS) system as a
computer system that helps the participants of an instance of
a business process to follow the plan/template defined by the
business process type. It can, for example, automate certain
operations or support coordination/collaboration between the
workers who participate in the same instance of the process.
Note that using a BPS system for supporting a process does
not imply that the whole definition of the process needs to be
built into this system, nor that the system needs to supports
all operations included in the process. The amount and type
of work the system should support depending on the nature
of the process and its context.

2.2 Process structure

In this section, we define a number of concepts that describe
the internal structure of business processes. These concepts
are based on the following two assumptions:

1. Each process instance has a goal to reach, for example,
sell to a customer one or more particular products from
the company’s assortment for a given price;

2. The goal of an instance can usually be decomposed into
a number of sub-goals that could be pursued sequentially
or in parallel.

Based on the above assumptions, we define additional con-
cepts that can be used to describe the internal structure of a

4 See a similar discussion about work systems in [3].

Fig. 2 Concepts and the relationships between them

process in a manner that is independent of a particular view
of business processes:

– pursuing a sub-goal produces results that are used when
pursuing other sub-goals;

– often, a sub-goal cannot be reached at once, and thus,
there is a need for recording the progress achieved when
pursuing this sub-goal;

– reaching a sub-goal requires resources that can be divided
into two categories: passive, such as energy or money, and
active or agents that perform actions, such as people or
robots;

– to reach a sub-goal, an agent or several agents need to
perform one or more operations (oractions/activities).

The concept introduced above and the relationships
between them are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Because we consider the instances of a process that belong
to the same type to be similar to each other, we assume
that their goals, results, and sub-goals are also similar. This
allows us to define meta-concepts for all of the concepts listed
above, e.g., meta-goal, meta-result, and meta-sub-goals. A
meta-concept requires having a pattern with placeholders
(variables) that can be used for any instance. Meta-concepts
become parts of the definition of the process type. For exam-
ple, a meta-goal for the sales process can be expressed in the
following:

To sell customer X product Y for the minimum price Z,
with budget B for the effort.
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When it is clear from the context that we are discussing
business process types, rather than instances, the prefix
“meta-” is omitted.

2.3 Process steps

In this research, we assume that a business process under
investigation is “somewhat structured.” The minimal require-
ment for the process structure is that a (meta) goal of the
process type is decomposable into several (meta) sub-goals
and that the pursuit of each sub-goal can be entrusted to differ-
ent participants or groups of participants in the process. Based
on this assumption, we introduce the concept of process step
as the combination of a sub-goal and the results associated
with it, the progress achieved, the participants, and the oper-
ations (see Sect. 3.2). The concept process step is applied to
both the instance level and the type level. On the instance
level, a process step represents a particular sub-goal, the
result achieved so far, the people engaged in achieving the
sub-goal, and the operations—the ones already completed
and those that are planned. On the type level, the step rep-
resents a sub-goal template, the roles of participants to be
engaged, and a template for formatting the result. Graph-
ically, process steps are represented as boxes (rectangles),
in the same way that it is done in the systems development
process in Fig. 1. This process will be used in the rest of the
paper for illustrating the ideas being developed.5

3 Research method: design science research

The development of the framework was carried out accord-
ing to the DSR paradigm. In this section, we introduce and
present our view on DSR, which is used to explain the way
our solution has been developed.

3.1 Generating and testing hypotheses for adoption

Design science research (DSR) [9,27,36] is related to finding
new solutions for problems known or unknown [4]. To be
counted as a DSR solution, the solution should be of a generic
nature, i.e., applicable not only to one unique situation, but to
a class of similar situations, cf. Principle 1 of [40]. There is
a substantial difference between DSR methodologies on one
hand and widespread qualitative and quantitative methods
[34] on the other. The latter are aimed at investigating real-
life situations as is, or as they were at some point in the
past, in order to find commonalities between them that can

5 The simplified software development process from Fig. 1 is used
only as an illustration for the concepts being developed in the paper.
We are not suggesting and/or arguing for/against any particular method
of software system development.

give rise to a theory explaining the current or past state of
affairs. Focusing on the present and past also allows the use
of statistical methods, because information can be gathered
on many similar, real-life situations, ensuring that the size of
a sample is sufficiently large for their use.

Focusing on the present and past in such a dynamic area
as information system (IS) has a major drawback. It means
that research follows the industry/practice and explains its
successes and failures rather than showing new ways to pro-
ceed, as argued in [35]. DSR, with its focus on generic prob-
lem solving, tries to overcome this drawback. This kind of
research can be considered as an activity aimed at gener-
ating and testing hypotheses6 for future adoption in prac-
tice [12,13]. Therefore, implementation and verification of a
generic solution [12,13], called an artifact [27,36], in at least
one situation, are a critical part of design science. It is usually
referred to as a demonstration or proof-of-concept [36]. This
stage shows whether a hypothesis is a candidate for adoption
or whether it needs to be discarded or improved.

Design science research, on its own, cannot provide suf-
ficient evidence in favor of a hypothesis. It can only demon-
strate that a generic solution works in one or several spe-
cific situations. A definite proof comes only when and if the
industry/practice adopts the solution, generating a sufficient
number of examples of its usage in real life, so that stan-
dard qualitative and quantitative methods can be employed
to prove or disprove the hypothesis generated by DSR. There-
fore, DSR cannot be placed in the same category as empirical
research, but should be regarded as complimentary. In short,
we agree with [27] that DSR represents a distinct research
paradigm with a focus on generating hypotheses on how the
future could look and carries out an initial filtering of them
in order to remove hypotheses that are not worth pursuing.
By widening the employment of DSR, the IS discipline can
acquire a leading position in the field of practice.

3.2 Movement between two worlds

According to [12,13], DSR, as a way of generating and test-
ing hypotheses for generic solutions, requires researchers to
act in two different worlds: (a) the real world of specific prob-
lems and solutions in local practices, and (b) the abstract
world of generic problems and solutions. The movements
of researchers in these two worlds can be visualized, as in
Fig. 3.

The upper part of Fig. 3 represents the real world as a
specific situation-problem-solution space with three axes: (1)

6 In this paper, we use the term hypothesis in its general meaning:
“a supposition or proposed explanation made on the basis of limited
evidence as a starting point for further investigation” (Oxford dictio-
naries: http://oxforddictionaries.com). Our usage of this term bares no
connotation as to how it is used in positivists’ research methods.
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Fig. 3 Design science requires researchers to move between two
worlds, the real world and the abstract world

situation as-is, (2) problem, and (3) situation to-be (i.e., a
possible solution)7. A problem is defined as a set of situations
considered to be undesirable from some point of view. For
example, the problem—“a lack of communication between
the members of our project team”—can be represented as a
set of all possible ways of organizing our team so that its
members do not exchange important information between
them in the frame of the project. The situation, as-is, in this
case, is “our team as of today.” A possible solution—situation
to-be—could be “our team using collaborative software for
communication.”

A point<s, P, s′> in the upper space in Fig. 3 is called a
test case. A test case represents a question of whether problem
P in situation s (i.e., s ∈ P) can be solved by transforming it
into situation s′ (i.e., s′ /∈ P). The answer to this question can
be either negative—transforming s into s′ has not solved the
problem P (i.e., s′ ∈ P), or positive — transforming s into
s′ has solved the problem P (i.e., s′ /∈ P). In the latter case,
s′ is considered to be a solution for problem P in situation s.
The results of tests can be visualized by assigning the weight
+1 to the point < s, P, s′ > if s′ is a solution for P in s
(see Fig. 3), and otherwise, assigning −1.

The lower part of Fig. 3 represents the abstract world as a
generic situation-problem-solution space with three axes: (1)
generic situation as-is, (2) generic problem, and (3) generic
situation to-be, (i.e., a possible generic solution). We con-
sider that a generic situation (as-is or to-be) is represented
by some kind of a template that defines a set of similar situ-
ations: the template serving as an extension of this set. The
generic problem is defined as a set of situations that are
undesirable from some point of view. The generic problem
normally encompasses a larger number of situations than a

7 This space includes all past, present, and possible future situation,
problems, and solutions. Using orthogonal spaces in Fig. 3 is a simplifi-
cation that is made in order to use relatively simple pictures to illustrate
the basic concepts. In reality, the spaces are neither orthogonal, nor do
they have a real metric to measure the distance between the points. For
details, see [12,13].

specific situation from the real world. For example, if a spe-
cific problem P can be defined as lack of communication
between the members of a specific project team, the corre-
sponding generalized problem, GP, will be defined as lack
of communication in project teams of certain kind. The cor-
respondence between P and GP can be defined through set
inclusion:
P ⊂ G P .

A point < t , GP, t ′ > in the generic space is called a
hypothesis and represents a question of whether a problem
P(P ⊂ G P) in a real world situation as-is s described by
template t can be solved by transforming s into situation
to-be s′ according to template t ′. Template t ′ constitutes an
artifact, as it is called in the literature of design science.

The relationships between the two spaces in Fig. 1 are of
the type instantiation/generalization. If real situation s sat-
isfies template t , then s is referred to as an instantiation of
t . Alternatively, t is considered to be a generalization of s.
Extending the notion of instantiation/generalization to the
points in the two spaces, test case < s, P, s′ > in the spe-
cific space is considered to be an instantiation of hypothesis
< t , GP, t ′ > in the generic space if s is instantiation of
t, s′ is an instantiation of t ′, and P ⊂ G P . Alternatively,
hypothesis < t , GP, t ′ > is called a generalization of test
case < s, P, s′ >.

The knowledge about hypotheses in the generic space can
be visualized by assigning weights to the points of this space
according to the following rule:

– +1, when there is a statistically valid proof (many test
cases) that t ′ is a generic solution for generic problem
GP in generic situation t ;

– −1, when there is at least one test case instantiating the
hypothesis with weights −1 assigned to it;

– 0, when there is at least one test case instantiating the
hypothesis with weights +1 assigned to it, but the statis-
tically valid proof has not been obtained so far.

In terms of the two spaces and weights introduced above,
the primary goal of DSR, as a process of generating and
testing new solutions for adoption, can be defined as finding
“blank” points (without weights) in the generic space and
assigning them weights 0 or −1. Assigning weight +1 cannot
be considered as a task of DSR, as research itself cannot
generate a statistically sufficient number of test cases (as
discussed in Sect. 3.1). This assignment can only be made in
practice by adopting the solution and producing enough cases
for empirical research to investigate. The efforts of DSR are
primarily directed at finding the generic solutions that work
(weight 0). However, discovering the potential solutions that
do not work during this process also constitutes valuable
knowledge that should be published and marked on the map
of Fig. 3 with weight of −1.
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Fig. 4 Generic problem solving

3.3 Using the two-worlds model for conducting a DSR
project

Design science research does not impose a specific order of
movement inside and between the two spaces introduced in
Sect. 3. For example, a researcher can start with a specific
space and find an innovative solution for a problem in a spe-
cific situation, and then generalize the situation, problem,
and solution when moving to the generic space. In this case,
the initial solution will automatically serve as a test case of
a generic hypothesis. Another possibility is to start with a
specific situation and problem, then generalize them, and try
to invent a generic solution that can be tested to solve the ini-
tial, specific problem in the initial situation. From the oppo-
site side, the researcher can start with designing a generic
solution for an “unknown” problem, implement it in some
specific situation, and then analyze whether it solves some
specific problem, and whether this specific problem and sit-
uation as-is could be generalized.

The two-worlds model, depicted in Fig. 3, can be used as a
map to help the research team to identify its position in their
DSR project and see what alternatives are open for them to
continue the project.8 For the project in focus in this paper,
the trajectory of movement in the two worlds can be depicted
in the form of Fig. 4. We call this trajectory “generic problem
solving.”

In generic problem solving, the project starts with iden-
tifying a specific situation and a problem in it that needs a
solution—arrow 1. The next step is generalizing the situa-
tion and the problem—arrow 2. After that, the design of a
solution follows— rrow 3. As the specific situation that ini-
tiated the project might not be available for testing the new
solution, we cannot always rely on it. In such a situation, the

8 The idea corresponds to Ronald Giere’s consideration of theories
being like maps [24].

next logical step is to find another case, i.e., a specific situa-
tion and a problem in it that corresponds to the given generic
situation and generic problem. This is represented by arrow
4. The next step is implementing the generic solution in this
new specific situation—arrow 5. The last task is evaluating
whether the problem had been solved—arrow 6.

Figure 4 will be used throughout the text of the paper when
discussing different stages of our project.

4 From identifying the problem to outlining the solution

4.1 Encountering a specific problem in practice

The specific problem that has initiated this research has
been encountered in the practice of a small Swedish con-
sulting company, IbisSoft, to which the first author has been
affiliated. The company has developed a tool for build-
ing BPS systems delivered as Web-based service. The tool,
called iPB (iPB Reference manual [28]), is based on the
state-oriented view of business processes [30]. iPB employs
the shared spaces technique for organizing communica-
tion/collaboration between process participants [11,14].9

The shared space of the process is visualized as a simple
diagram (called a process map) where each process step is
represented by a box. A step box can be expanded into a struc-
tured form that reveals the details of this step, e.g., progress
or participants.

The iPB tool was developed during a pilot project for
building a system to support one of the processes in the social

9 A shared space is an information space that can be accessed
by multiple users, such as a blog, wiki or a personal journal. A
process shared space is an information space that supports commu-
nication/collaboration of process participants in the frame of a process
instance.
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security office of the Swedish municipality of Jönköping.
iPB proved to be useful, not only for supporting the original
process of the pilot project, but also for other processes in the
municipality. It proved to be suitable for supporting the so-
called loosely structured business processes, i.e., processes
that are controlled by events and information gathered in the
course of the processes, rather than by a predefined sequence
of operations.

Based on the results from the pilot project, IbisSoft
decided to market iPB as a generic BPM tool outside the
municipality of Jönköping. In this business activity, an issue
arose of how to convince a customer that the iPB tool was
right for the process in question. An additional issue related
to the main one was how to differentiate iPB from competing
products, especially those that were built using the workflow
technique.10 In the terms of Fig. 4, the situation and the prob-
lem (arrow 1) when dealing with a specific customer can be
defined as follows:

– (Situation) given a specific BPM tool, i.e., iPB, and a
specific customer process, e.g., processing reclamations
in a specific organization;

– (Problem) how to determine, in a convincing manner,
whether iPB is a suitable tool for this process.

The first solution to be tested is to solve the problem while
remaining on a specific level by developing a functioning
prototype for the customer process using iPB. This solution,
however, has a major drawback: If iPB shows to be unsuitable
for the process in question, the time invested has been lost.

To eliminate this drawback, IbisSoft decided to change
the point of view from the vendor-centered to a customer-
centered one, which can be formulated as:

– (Situation) given a specific customer process, e.g., pro-
cessing reclamations in a specific organization, and a spe-
cific set of BPM tools, like iPB and Apian BPM suite;

– (Problem) how to determine which tool in the set is most
suitable for this process.

In business terms, IbisSoft decided to develop an indepen-
dent consulting service to match the needs of the process with
the capabilities provided by various BPM tools available on
the market. This obviously required generalizing the situa-

10 This paper is not aimed at evaluating or promoting iPB. A short
description of the iPB project is included with the aim of demonstrating
the DSR approach used in this research, more exactly to show how
the research was initiated by a problem in IbisSoft. For the scope of
this paper, it is enough to underline that iPB does not belong to the
mainstream paradigm of workflow thinking, which created difficulties
for its promotion. This, in turn, gave an impulse for finding a generic
solution for this kind of problem. Note also that the process model built
in iPB has no resemblance to the one suggested in this paper.

tion and problem, and finding a generic solution—arrows 2
and 3 in Fig. 4.11

4.2 Understanding the problem

As was formulated in the previous section, from the customer
point of view, the current problem is as follows.

How to choose a right BPM tool for the given process from
the multitude existing in the market?

The direct approach here would be to check each available
tool against the given process. There are two issues with the
direct approach. Firstly, there are too many tools from which
to choose. Secondly, it is not a simple matter to establish
whether a BPM tool is suitable for building a BPS system
for a particular business process. There are several sources
of the difficulties, as explained below.

To clarify the two issues stated above, we analyze the mar-
ket of BPM tools delivered as cloud service. This particular
market has been chosen because, for the moment, it offers
the wider diversity of BPM tools, than the market of tradi-
tional BPM tools aimed for local installation. This diversity
exists for two reasons. Firstly, all major providers of BPM
solutions are moving their BPM tools to the cloud and offer-
ing them as services, see, for example, [7]. Secondly, new
providers start directly with providing services and bypass-
ing the deployment of tools for local installation, see, for
example, [1,37,39].

Based on the analysis of sales material and technical doc-
umentation of existing BPM tools12 we can roughly clas-
sify all tools on the basis of two parameters: (1) application
domain and (2) BPM paradigm. As far as the application
domain is concerned, we can differentiate between domain-
independent tools, such as Appian Cloud BPM, ActionFlow,
SpringCM or iPB, and domain-dependent services, such as
SalesForce or ProjectPlace. As far as the BPM paradigm is
concerned, there are several well-established paradigms, for
example, workflow or case management, and many others are
in making, for example, artifact-based BPM or social BPM.

The differences between domain-independent and domain-
dependent tools are not so much in the capabilities they pro-
vide, but in the terminology, they use for marketing and sales,
and in manuals that explain how to use the tools. For example,
[39], which markets itself mainly in the domain of customer
relations management (CRM), uses terminology related to
sales, e.g., customer profile, account history, decision mak-
ers, or marketing campaign. [37] uses project-oriented ter-
minology, such as project planning or project template.

11 For the time being, IbisSoft has postponed promotion of iPB, using
it only as an internal tool. This required us to seek other test cases for
the evaluation of our suggestions (see the right-hand side of Fig. 4).
12 We plan to publish the result of this analysis separately as a part of
our continuing work on the solution outlined in this paper.
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The domain-independent tools use terminology connected
to the paradigm to which they attach themselves. For exam-
ple, Appian Cloud [19], and [1], which belong to the work-
flow paradigm, define a process as a detailed workflow chart
in some visual notation, e.g., BPMN. SpringCM [41], which
belongs to the case management paradigm, uses this para-
digm terminology when describing a process, e.g., folder,
document, or document routing.

Despite the differences in terminology identified above,
various domain- and paradigm-dependent BPM tools also
provide common capabilities that are independent of the
domain and/or paradigm, such as a dashboard or task man-
agement. The latter can be considered as an indication that
despite the differences in terminology, different BPM tools
could provide comparable capabilities that are equally well-
suited to a particular business process.

Based on the analysis above, we can conclude that:

– existing tools are described in functional terms of how
to use them in practice, and no references are made to
the characteristics of business processes for which these
tools would be suitable;

– these descriptions use domain-specific or paradigm-
specific terminology, which makes it difficult to compare
BPM tools that belong to different domains or paradigms.

As a result, it is difficult to choose a BPM tool suitable for
building a BPS system for a particular process without trying
several different tools in order to determine which one fits
best. This is a time-consuming strategy that is not always fea-
sible to implement. For example, process participants might
become tired of trying new BPM tools with different ter-
minologies and different limitations. Avoiding such trials,
however, has the following risks:

– a BPM tool that seems to be suitable at the first glance is
chosen, and the business is stuck with it for a long time,
which may negatively affect the business. For example,
one has chosen a BPM tool that requires the establishment
of a strict order of operations, while the business relies
on the initiative of process participants in order to run
properly;

– a BPM tool that could suit a process perfectly is removed
from the potential candidates because it uses unfamiliar,
domain-dependent, or paradigm-dependent terminology.

The question arises:
Is it possible to minimize the risks listed above while avoid-

ing time-consuming trials or, at least, diminishing the number
of them by pre-filtration of presumably suitable tools based
on the analysis of the process that needs support?

In the terms of Fig. 4, we can reformulate this question as
a position in the generic state space defined as follows:

– (Generic situation) given a business process x , and a set
of BPM tools Y = {y1, . . ., yn};

– (Genetic problem) how can it be determined, in a time-
and cost-effective manner, which tool yi ∈ Y is the most
suitable for process x?

This position represents the end of arrow 2—generali-
zation—in Fig. 4.

4.3 Analyzing existing sources

Before starting to design our own solution, we have studied
both scientific- and practice-oriented literature to see whether
there exist solutions that can be adopted and adapted in prac-
tice. The existing sources can be roughly classified according
to the following scheme.

1. Sources that suggest a method of evaluating of BPM tools
based on the capabilities provided by them
A typical example is [29], which differentiates about
twenty capabilities, such as roles-based routing, process
rollback, sub-processes, escalation, and exception. Some
of these capabilities are relatively paradigm-independent,
e.g., roles-based routing, while others are related to the
workflow paradigm, e.g., escalation and exception. As
the capabilities identified are ranked in general, and not
in relation to properties of specific processes, it is difficult
to use such methods when deciding on the suitability of
a particular tool for a particular process.

2. Sources that concern selection of a BPM tool from a par-
ticular paradigm, e.g., workflow
A typical example of such a source is [47]. The paper
presents a detailed list of tools capabilities related to
workflow, such as managing forks and joins. This type
of works is potentially useful for the task at hand, but
not on its first stage, because the authors do not cover
the selection over the range of paradigm- and domain-
dependent tools. We believe that this type of solutions is
useful only after the suitability of the workflow paradigm
for the process has been established. Then, one can go
into more detail in order to filter potential candidates fur-
ther, based on a detailed description of the process in a
workflow notation.

3. Sources that concern choosing a method/notation/
technique for business process modeling
Typical examples of such work are [26] and [15]. These
studies are directed at finding the best method/notation/
technique to depict the details of the process in question.
They relate the choice to the goal of the model (e.g., BPR,
training), properties of the process (e.g., specialization of
agents), and the modeling context. Though this kind of
work has some ideas that can be useful for the tasks at
hand, they are not specifically directed at selecting BPM
tools for building a BPS system.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of different
kinds of processes according to
complexity and the number of
instances per year in a typical
organization, adapted from [23]
(color figure online)

4. Sources that describe advantages or limitation of partic-
ular paradigms
The representative example here is [8], which describes
those properties of the business process that make it a
good candidate to be supported by a BPS system that is
built on the workflow paradigm. This kind of works is
useful for our goals, but they need to be integrated into a
more general solution.

5. Sources that describe unsuccessful usage of BPM para-
digms
Although these works are rare, they do exist. A typical
example is [31], which describes an unsuccessful attempt
to develop and introduce a workflow-based system in an
engineering department. Although this kind of work is
useful for our goals, the material from them needs to be
converted from the negative perspective of what does not
work in a specific situation to the positive one of what
could suit the situation better.

6. Sources that consider general characteristics of BPM
tools without taking into account the nature of a particular
process
A representative example of this class of papers is [21].
It suggests criteria and requirements on BPM tools of the
general type, such as usability (including intelligibility,
learnability), scalability, security (including reliability),
portability, and presence of modeling notations. Some of
these criteria and requirements coincide with the tech-
nical capabilities that we investigate in this paper, but
most of them do not. The criteria and requirements listed
in [21] are definitely of importance and should be taken
into consideration in the final selection of a BPM tool.
However, they do not give an answer to the question of
which BPM tool is suitable for a particular process when
the general requirements are satisfied.

7. Sources that take a business perspective on BPM

A representative example of this class of paper is [6]. It
suggests a holistic view on business processes and their
management, and highlights business-oriented aspects,
such as business network and ecosystem, leadership, peo-
ple issues, and knowledge, instead of more technical
aspects involved in the introduction of software support
for business processes. [6] criticize the application of
BPM in form of designing a rigid functional structure
and taking a mechanistic view on business processes. The
value of this kind of papers for our research is that it high-
lights the issues beyond the flow of operations, such as
people and tacit knowledge, which need to be taken into
consideration. However, they do not suggest a solution
for the question of what type of IT would be suitable for
a particular business process.

Summarizing the results of the analysis above, we con-
clude that to the best of our knowledge, no general solution
for selecting a BMP tool for a particular business process can
be found in the contemporary scientific- and practically ori-
ented literature. The nearest useful idea for the solution that
we found was in the keynote talk of Phil Gilbert [23] at the
BPM 2010 Conference. In his presentation, he introduced a
simple classification of processes that consists of three cat-
egories: red, green, and blue (see Fig. 5), which we found
useful for our purposes. Red processes are to be supported
by fully-automated transactional systems, green processes
are to be supported by workflow-based systems, and blue
processes are to be supported by case management and other
types of systems aimed at providing flexible support.

Inspired by [23], we started to look for a method that could,
with minimum analysis, allow us to determine to which cat-
egory, red, blue, or green, a given business process belongs.
This proved to be a challenging task, which eventually led us
to develop the solution presented in this paper.
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Fig. 6 The outlined solution
explained

4.4 Requirements on the solution

Requirements, in terms of [46], or objectives, in terms of
[36], are propositions that narrow down the field of possible
solutions. Requirements can be comprised as a list of proper-
ties with which the solution should comply, and/or as a list of
properties that should be avoided. The latter can be based on
known facts that solutions with such properties did not work
in the past, or that they did work but had some unintended
consequences [12]. In terms of Figs. 3 and 4, requirements
are a set of restrictions in the area of search in the “generic
situation-problem solutions space” [12].

Below, we list the requirements on our solution, based on
an analysis of the problem in the previous sections and our
experience related to this problem, as well as our general
experience in the field of BPM and common sense.

1. An intermediate abstract level for the presentation of both
business processes and tools needs to be introduced to
avoid comparing two complex objects: a business process
and a BPM tool. On this intermediate level, a process is
represented by its “image,” which reflects only those prop-
erties of the process that are essential for choosing a BPM
tool. Similarly, a tool is represented by its “image,” which
reflects only its capabilities, and disregards the details of
its technical implementation. Once created, the image of
the tool can be used for matching it with images of any
number of business processes. The same is true for the
process image: Once created, it can be used for matching
with images of any number of BPM tools.

2. Images for both processes and tools should be paradigm-
and domain-independent, as we aim to choose a suitable
BPM tool that is independent of any specific paradigm or
domain.

4.5 Outlining the solution

A generic solution, presented in this section, has been devel-
oped based on the requirements in Sect. 4.4 and on our expe-
rience of building and marketing BPS systems and BPM tools
[5,10,11,14]. The solution consists of five components.

1. A business process modeling technique for building high-
level business process models that are suitable for deter-
mining which capabilities are needed for a particular busi-
ness processes
The technique should include the following:

a) a language to depict a model;
b) a practical methodology for building a model, e.g.,

by interviewing process participants and conducting
facilitating workshops;

2. A list and descriptions of capabilities that can be pro-
vided by BPM tools written in a paradigm- and domain-
independent form, for example, support for information
exchange between the process participants, and enforce-
ment of order of operations performed in the process;

3. Model-capabilities mapping rules rules for determining
capabilities needed based on the given high-level business
process model;

4. Tool-capabilities mapping rules rules for discovering
capabilities provided by a given BPM tool;

5. Matching algorithm a procedure that compares a set of
capabilities determined for the given process by compo-
nent 3, with the ones discovered for the available BPM
tools by component 4.

The main idea behind the solution is illustrated by Fig. 6.
The solution works according the following steps:

1. Each tool is pre-mapped into a set of capabilities (compo-
nent 2) using tool-capabilities mapping rules (component
3). The set of capabilities compiled for a particular tool
constitutes the image of this tool (see Sect. 4.4);

2. For a business process in question, a high-level business
process model is built using business process modeling
technique (component 1). This model is then mapped
into a set of capabilities using model-capabilities map-
ping rules (component 3). This set represents the image
of the process (see Sect. 4.4);

3. Comparing the sets of capabilities for the given process
and the available tools, the matching algorithm (compo-
nent 5) determines the most appropriate tool for the given
business process.
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In this paper, we present only the following components
of the solution: 1a, 2, and 3. We start with a definition of the
language for building a high-level business process model in
Sect. 5, which is the main contribution of this paper. Then,
we present a list of capabilities (Sect. 6) and guidelines for
mapping a high-level process model into capabilities (Sect.
7). The components 1b (methodology of building models),
4 (tool-capabilities mapping rules), and 5 (matching algo-
rithm) are still under development. However, some elements
of component 1b are presented in “Appendix 11”.

5 A step-relationship business process model

5.1 Why do we need a new modeling technique?

As follows from the solution outlined in Sect. 4.5, the basic
idea behind a suggested approach to selecting a BPM tool is
(a) building a model of business process in question, and (b)
deriving requirements on a suitable BPM tool through ana-
lyzing this model. For a model to fit our purpose, the follow-
ing two conditions, already mentioned in the introduction,
should be satisfied:

1. The process model should cover different perspectives
and their interconnection, not just presenting one view
on the business process, e.g., operational view (work-
flow), or coordination view. Focusing on a specific view
enlarges the risk of missing the requirements that come
from another view, or from several views when considered
together.

2. The level of details in the model should be just suffi-
cient for gaining an understanding of the kind of tools
that would be appropriate for this process, but no more.
Going into too many details will require much time for
building a model, thus making tool selection a tedious and
costly task, especially considering the risk that a selected
tool may require building a completely new process model
with the notation accepted within this tool later.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no business process
modeling technique that satisfies both requirements above.
As a rule, a technique covers one major view, though it might
have additional features that add some aspects from other
views. For example, BPMN [19] is concentrated on the oper-
ational view—time-related sequence of operations inside the
process, while paying minor attention to data and informa-
tion flow. Other examples are as follows: IDEF0 [22] presents
a functional view; the state-oriented approach from [30] is
focused on goals and data; etc. In addition, the existing tech-
niques provide features for depicting details of a process,
which may lead the investigator to the path off adding more
and more details to the model, while remaining in the same
view on the process.

The modeling technique presented in the following sub-
sections is aimed to overcome the drawbacks of the existing
techniques in satisfying the two requirements above. Note
that it is not aimed to substitute the existing techniques, and
it has its own limitations, e.g., of not being suitable for depict-
ing details that, for example, are needed for building a BPS
system.

5.2 Basic elements of the step-relationship process model

We consider a high-level business process model as consist-
ing of the elements of two types (syntactical units of the
modeling language).

– Step a composition of sub-goal and other concepts related
to it, as defined in Sect. 2.3
In business terms, a step represents a work package to be
completed in the process. The latter definition, as more
understandable for business people, is used when present-
ing the model for nonresearchers. Each step in a model
has a unique name.

– Relationship a connection between two steps
Relationships are typed, and there can be more than one
relationship between a pair of process steps, with differ-
ent relationships belonging to different types. Dependent
on the type, a relationship can be symmetrical or asym-
metrical. In case of asymmetrical relationships, there
can be up to two relationships of an asymmetrical type
between a given pair of steps.

We introduce two ways of depicting a model for a particular
business process: graphical and matrix.

– In the graphical form, the model consists of a set of dia-
grams, one for each type of relationships. In a diagram,
steps are represented as rectangles (boxes) that have their
steps names, as labels, inside them. Relationships are rep-
resented as lines between the step boxes (see Fig. 7 for
an example).

– In the matrix form, the model consists of a set of square
matrices, one for each type of relationship, where both
columns and rows correspond to the process steps. Inter-
section between a row and a column in a matrix shows a
relationship between the two steps. The type of content
in the cells depends on the relationships type.

In this paper, we mainly use the matrix form for depicting
a model, as it is easier to operate with matrices in a formal
way. Some relationships are basic, i.e., they are determined
when building a model. Other relationships are derived to
be used by model-capabilities mapping rules. A derived-
relationships matrix is obtained by transforming a matrix
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Fig. 7 Graphical representation of Table 1

of one of the basic relationships, or by merging two or more
other matrices.

We assume that the number of steps chosen for building a
high-level model is rather small (under ten, and more likely
to be five or six), so that the whole model is compact in both
its matrix and graphical forms. Having a small number of
steps means that each of them represents a rather large work
package.

A detailed description of the relationships matrices is pre-
sented in the subsections below. While describing the matri-
ces, we use the example of the software development process
from Section 2 (Fig. 1). The example is intentionally simpli-
fied to focus on the semantics of the relationships rather than
on the particularities of a real-life process.13 We have cho-
sen this example for two reasons. Firstly, it allows us to avoid
using a formal example with steps named A, B, C, D, etc.,
because this is usually difficult for a reader to follow. Sec-
ondly, this example refers to the domain of the journal, which
can help the readers of this article to understand the model
we suggest.

5.3 Input–output

The input–output matrix shows dependencies of one step on
the results achieved in another. A cell (a, b) in the matrix,
where a refers to a column and b to a row, specifies what
result (i.e., output) from step a (if any) is used as input to
step b. In addition to the name of result, a cell can be marked
with an asterisk (*), which means that the result is required
for step b to be started the first time. An example of an input–
output matrix for the process in Fig. 1 is presented in Table
1. In Fig. 7, the input–output dependencies are presented in
the graphical form.

The presence of a symmetric pair of nonempty cells (cod-
ing, test) and (test, coding) in Table 1 points to a loop in
the execution of the steps, i.e., return from test to cod-
ing (see Fig. 7). To make all loops explicit, we can take
the “transitive closure” of the input–output matrix creating
a derived matrix called the transitive input–output matrix
(see Table 2). In this matrix, cell (a, b) is marked with a
cross ‘x’ if (a, b) is nonempty in the input–output matrix,
or there is a sequence of steps c1, . . . , cn such that cells

13 A more realistic example of software development is presented in
Sect. 8.2.

Table 1 Example of input–output relationships

Input–output Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements

Design *Requirements
specifica-
tions

Test results

Coding *Design
specifi-
cations

Test results

Test *Test specifi-
cations

*Code

Table 2 The transitive input–output matrix derived from Table 1

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements

Design x x x

Coding x x x

Test x x x

(a, c1), (c1, c2), . . ., (cn−1, cn), (cn, b) are nonempty in the
input–output matrix.

In Table 2, there are two pairs of symmetric nonempty cells
(coding, test), (test, coding), and (design, test), (test, design).
The second pair points to the loop going from design to test
via coding and returning to design, in a situation in which
the requirements are not satisfied.

5.4 Parallel execution

The parallel execution matrix shows whether two steps may
be executed in parallel. If ongoing activity inside step a does
not totally forbid carrying out activity in step b, then both
cells (a, b) and (b, a) are marked with “x” (the matrix is
symmetrical). If none of the steps can run in parallel, the par-
allel execution matrix will be empty. This will be the case if
the system development process in our example runs accord-
ing to the waterfall fashion.

Suppose that our systems development process template
now allows some degree of parallelism to meet hard project
deadlines: the step, requirements, is partially allowed to run
in parallel with both design, and coding, meaning that the
test specifications from the requirements team continue to be
prepared while the design and coding are already in progress.
Such a case is depicted in Table 3.
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Table 3 Example of a parallel execution matrix for a process with some
degree of parallelism

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements x x

Design x

Coding x

Test

Table 4 Parallel execution matrix for agile system development

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements x x x

Design x x x

Coding x x x

Test x x x

In a process designed for very tight deadlines, all steps can
be allowed to run in parallel. One starts designing as soon as
basic requirements are gathered and starts coding when some
“implementable” part of the design has been completed. Such
a course of action may require a lot of redoing, but it could
be the only possibility if there is no way to extend the length
of the project. This approach may succeed, provided that the
systems development team is experienced and accustomed to
working in an agile fashion [2]. A parallel execution matrix
for an agile process will look like Table 4.

5.5 Parallel dependencies

By combining the input–output matrix with the parallel exe-
cution matrix, we can obtain a new view on the complexity
of a business process. Table 5 is produced by merging Tables
1 and 3 according to a simple rule: Cell (a, b) gets crossed in
the new table only if the cell is nonempty in both the input–
output matrix and the parallel execution matrix. We will refer
to the merged matrix as a parallel dependencies matrix. The
cross in a cell (a, b) in this matrix means that steps a and b
can run in parallel at the same time, because b is dependent
on the result from a. In Table 5, there is only one cell that is
crossed, (requirements, design), which means that the steps
design and requirements can run in parallel, while design
depends on the results from requirements (see the delibera-
tions in Sect. 5.4). If, however, we merge Table 1 with Table 4
(agile software development), we will get many more crosses
in the parallel dependencies matrix (see Table 6).

A cross in cell (a, b) of the parallel dependencies matrix
requires special attention as it warrants tight coordination
between these steps. Otherwise, the work done in step b may
need to be totally redone after substantial changes in the result
from step a. Even tighter cooperation is required when both
cells (a, b) and (b, a) are crossed.

Table 5 Parallel dependencies matrix that correspond to Table 3

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements

Design x

Coding

Test

Table 6 Parallel dependencies matrix that correspond to Table 4 (agile
software development)

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements

Design x x

Coding x x

Test x x

Sometimes, a cross in the parallel dependencies matrix
appears because the steps we have chosen are too big. In
this case, we can try to remove the parallel dependencies by
decomposing (splitting) the original steps into smaller ones.
For example, we can split requirements into two steps: spec-
ifying requirements (SR) and specifying requirements tests
(SRT) (see Fig. 8). Then, the input–output matrix may take
the form of Table 7, and the parallel execution matrix will
take the form of Table 8. As a result, the parallel dependen-
cies matrix becomes empty.

Note that it is not always possible to obtain an empty
parallel dependencies matrix through decomposition (see the
deliberation in Sect. 5.4). Decomposition may not remove all
parallel dependencies, or it can introduce new dependencies
instead of the old ones. This, for example, happens if we
allow steps SR and SRT run in parallel.

5.6 Weak dependencies

Cell (a, b) in the weak dependencies matrix shows whether
step b may require something more than the formalized result
from step a, for example, a historical trace of how the result
has been achieved. For example, it is not unusual for the
designers to need more information than exists in the formal
requirements. They might need to understand the rationale
behind one or more requirements, or need some other back-
ground information. Cell (a, b) in this matrix specifies the
kind of information from step a, which might be needed to
complete step b. An example of this type of matrix for our
systems development process is given in Table 9.

The concept of weak dependencies reflects the needs for
informal communication in the frame of a process instance.
It is not always possible to include everything that might
be needed for the next step in the formal results, because
different process instances may require completely different
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Fig. 8 Graphical representation of input/output relationships after splitting

Table 7 The new input–output relationships matrix

SR SRT Design Coding Test

SR

SRT *Requirements
specifications

Design *Requirements
specifications

Test results

Coding *Design
specifica-
tions

Test results

Test *Test
specifi-
cations

*Code

Table 8 The new parallel execution matrix

SR SRT Design Coding Test

SR

SRT x x

Design x

Coding x

Test

Table 9 Example of weak dependencies

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements

Design Rational behind
requirements
communication
with the customer

Coding Clarification of
diagrams

Test

information. It is better to start looking for this information
on a demand basis, i.e., when there is a need for it. In short, the
weak dependency matrix, which represents the “on-demand”
information flow, complements the input–output matrix to
give the full view on the information exchange in the process.

5.7 Teams and their relationships

The teams matrix shows the presence of collaborative teams
and their relationships. The presence of teams is shown in
the diagonal of the teams matrix: Cell (a, a) is marked with
a light gray color if the team for step a consists of more

than one person. The nondiagonal elements show whether the
teams participating in different steps intersect. If the teams
for steps a and b intersect but do not coincide, we mark both
cells (a, b) and (b, a) with light gray. If the teams coincide,
we mark these cells with dark gray.

An example of a teams matrix for our systems develop-
ment process is shown in Table 10. Here, we assume that
each step does have a team; requirements and design teams
intersect but do not coincide; coding and test teams coincide.

The diagonal of the teams matrix identifies steps that may
require support for intra-step collaboration, which is dis-
cussed in Sect. 8. The nondiagonal part of the matrix is used
for analyzing the need for support of inter-step coordination/
collaboration, which is discussed in Sects. 5.8 and 7.

5.8 Inter-step collaboration

By merging the weak dependencies matrix (Sect. 5.6) with
the teams matrix (Section 5.7), we obtain an insight into the
need for inter-step collaboration. The result of the merger of
matrices in Tables 9 and 10 is presented in Table 11. In this
table, one nonempty cell (requirements, design) has a light
gray background, while the other one (design, coding) has a
white background. In the first case, requirements and design
teams intersect; thus, additional information from one step to
another can be carried out tacitly via intersecting members. In
the second case, the design and coding teams do not intersect;
thus, there is a need to make information (other than formal
design documentation) that might be needed from design
for coding available on demand. Considering that the design
team can be dissolved before coding starts, or be not easily
available, this issue needs special attention.

6 Identifying the capabilities of BPM Tools

In this section, we discuss capabilities that can be found in a
BPM tool. According to the solution outline from Sect. 4.5,
the capabilities of the tools should be defined in a domain-
and paradigm-independent way.14 Their capabilities can be
provided separately or in a group, from which one capability
cannot be used without the others. A list of the basic capabil-
ities that we believe could and should be expected from BPM

14 The term capability here is understood as ability to provide support
for certain aspect of running business process instances.
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Table 10 Example of the teams
matrix

Requirements Design Coding Test

Requirements 

Design 

Coding 

Test 

Table 11 The weak
relationships matrix merged
with the teams matrix

Requirements Design Coding Test 

Requirements 

Design Rational behind requirements 
Communication with the customer 

Coding Clarification of diagrams

Test 

tools is presented below. The list has been compiled based on
(a) our experience of developing BPM tools, and BPS sys-
tems and services, (b) analysis of BPM tools from various
vendors, and (c) review of the existing literary sources (see
Sect. 4.3). The list is not comprehensive, as it only includes
the capabilities the needs for which can be derived from the
content of the matrices in Sect. 5. When making the final
choice of a BPM tool, other considerations discussed in the
literature overview in Sect. 4.3 can be used to support the
decision, e.g., usability or security [21]. Our current list of
capabilities includes the following.

1. Information logistics support (ILS) is aimed at providing
process participants with all the information they need to
complete their work without being overwhelmed by the
details that are not relevant. ILS is particularly important
for steps in which the inputs and outputs constitute infor-
mation objects, such as documents, program code, and
test protocols. ILS can be provided in two different ways:

– by actually sending the results to the next step team,
e.g., via email, which we refer to as conveyor belt
logistics [11];

– by providing a shared space where the results are
stored and made available for the participants of the
“next step,” which we refer to as construction site
logistics [11].

The ILS capability can also provide version control for
the information objects that are produced more than once.
Version control is easier to achieve by using the construc-
tion site logistics than those of the conveyor belt.

2. Intra-step collaboration support is aimed at providing
a team working on the same step with the means to
store/retrieve intermediate results and communicate with
each other synchronously and/or asynchronously.

3. Inter-step collaboration support is aimed at providing
the teams, or individuals working on different steps with
the means to access intermediate results obtained in each
other’s steps and communicate between the teams syn-
chronously and/or asynchronously.

Note that intra-step and inter-step collaboration may
require different means of support. In the first case, the com-
munication can be between people of the same profession
who reside in the same department. In the second case, the
communication can be between people of different profes-
sions who reside in different departments.

Note also that term collaboration in this paper is used in a
special way. It does not cover cases of accepting inputs from
the previous steps, or forwarding outputs to the next steps.
The latter two cases are considered as belonging to the ILS
issues.

4. Process flow restrictions enforcement ensures that the
rules establish for the process flow are strictly followed.
Examples of such rules include the following:

– ensure that the steps that cannot run in parallel run in
turns;

– ensure that if a step needs a result (output) from some
previous step it waits until the latter step is finished.

5. Process flow support ensures smoothness of the process
flow; it ensures that the steps that can be activated
(i.e., inputs are ready) are activated at once. This, for
example, can be done by informing process participants
that they should start working on their step by sending
them the required inputs (when the conveyor belt ILS is
employed), or notifying them that the inputs have been
placed in the shared space designated for them (when the
construction site ILS is employed).

6. Participation restrictions enforcement ensures that
“right” people are participating in various process steps.
The rules can be established because of external legisla-
tion (e.g., Sarbanes-Oxley) or can be decided upon inter-
nally. The rules concern, for example, who can partic-
ipate in which steps, which information is available to
each kind of participant, and whether the step teams can
intersect.

7. Resource assignment support. This capability means
automatic or semiautomatic formation of step teams
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Fig. 9 Matrices usage for identifying capabilities

based on qualifications and availability of process par-
ticipants.

8. Support for domain-specific operations includes tools to
complete the operations inside the step, such as compiling
or testing a program. These tools can be general, such as
an office package (MS or OpenOffice) or specialized,
such as compilers for specific languages.

7 Mapping a model into capabilities

The easiest way to choose a BPS service is when the process
is “workflowable” in a high degree [8]. With the help of our
high-level business process model, “workflowability” can be
defined as follows:

– the parallel execution matrix is empty—dependent steps
are executed in turns;

– the teams matrix is empty—one and unique person
per step;

– the weak dependencies matrix is empty (only formalized
inputs are relevant for steps execution).

In this case, any BPM tool that provides a workflow solu-
tion, e.g., [7], would be suitable.

In a situation in which “workflowability” cannot be estab-
lished and cannot be obtained by decomposition of the steps
(see Sect. 5.5), each capability in the list in Sect. 7 needs to
be considered separately against the properties of the busi-
ness process in question. Figure 9 shows which matrices
from Sect. 5 can be used to determine the needs for which
capabilities. In addition, the bottom part of Fig. 9 shows
which matrices are basic—white background, and which are
derived —gray background. Arrows between matrices show
which basic matrices are used to produce the given derived
matrix. Note that in this paper, only capabilities 1–6 of the
list from Sect. 6 are covered.

The rules for choosing BPS service capabilities are as
listed below (see Table 12 for a summary of the rules).

1. Information logistics support. The capability is desirable
as long as the input–output matrix (Table 1) identifies
results in the form of information objects that need to be
passed between the steps. It is less critical when the teams
matrix (Table 10) identifies that the step teams intersect.
In this case, the responsibility of moving the results from
one step to another could be assigned to the intersecting
members of the step teams and be completed outside the
frame of a BPS system. If the teams coincide, there is
even less need for information logistics support.
In cases in which the transitive input–output matrix
(Table 2) shows that there are no iterative loops (no sym-
metric nonempty cells in it) and the parallel dependen-
cies matrix (Table 5) is empty, the conveyor belt infor-
mation logistics will work satisfactorily. When loops are
present, there can be many versions of the same informa-
tion objects. When these versions are just sent from one
step to another, there is a risk that a wrong version will be
used instead of the right one. Having a shared space (con-
struction site ILS), in which a new version substitutes the
old one completely, would be preferable in case of loops.
Having version control for such shared spaces can pro-
vide additional advantages if one needs to understand the
difference between the old and new versions.
A nonempty parallel dependencies matrix (Table 5)
requires even more attention to information logistics.
This is especially so when the teams of two steps with par-
allel dependencies neither coincide nor intersect (Table
10). In this case, any new piece of information should
also include an explanation about whether it is a comple-
ment to what has already passed, or a substitution of the
old piece, or both. Having dedicated shared space with
version control and explanatory comments would con-
stitute appropriate information logistics support in this
case.

2. Intra-step collaboration support. A capability is desir-
able when the teams matrix (Table 10) identifies steps
that have teams (cells marked by the light gray back-
ground in the diagonal of the matrix). The capability
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Table 12 Model-capabilities mapping

Condition Requirement

Information logistics support

IF input–output dependencies between steps do exist (nonempty cells in Table
1) AND some step teams do NOT intersect OR coincide (no light or dark
gray colors in some nondiagonal cells in Table 10)

Information logistics support is required

IF all step teams do intersect (light gray in nondiagonal cells in Table 10) Information logistics support may NOT be required

IF all step teams do coincide (dark gray in nondiagonal cells in Table 10) Information logistics support may NOT be required

IF loops do NOT exist (no symmetric nonempty cells in Table 2) and parallel
dependencies do NOT exist (all cells are empty in Table 5)

Conveyor belt information logistics is suitable for providing
Information logistics support

IF loops do exists (there are symmetric nonempty cells in Table 2) Construction site information logistics (i.e., shared spaces) is
more appropriate for providing Information logistics support

IF parallel dependencies do exist (nonempty cells in Table 5) AND step
teams for which the parallel dependencies exist do NOT intersect OR
coincide (no gray colors in respective cells in Table 10)

Construction site information logistics (i.e., shared spaces) is
more appropriate for providing Information logistics support

Intra-step collaboration support

IF step teams do exists (light gray color in some diagonal cells in Table 10) Intra-step collaboration support is required

Inter-step collaboration support

IF weak dependencies do exist (nonempty cells in Table 9) Inter-step collaboration support may be required

IF weak dependencies do exist AND the step teams with dependencies do
NOT intersect (white background in nonempty cells in Table 11)

Inter-step collaboration support is required

Process flow restrictions enforcement

IF steps do NOT run in parallel OR only few steps do run in parallel (i.e.,
empty or sparse Table 3)

Process flow restrictions enforcement is required

Process flow support

IF step team do NOT intersect OR coincide (no light or dark gray colors in
nondiagonal cells in Table 10)

Process flow support is required

Participation restrictions enforcement

IF step teams do NOT coincide (no dark gray colors in nondiagonal cells in
Table 10)

Participation restrictions enforcement may be required

should allow storage and sharing of the intermediate
results. In addition, it may include messaging and online
communication, such as chat, voice, or teleconferencing.
The basic needs can be solved by a shared space struc-
tured according to the needs of the team, with or without
version control capabilities. Such a space can include
forums for discussion and journals to record the internal
or external events, for example, communication with cus-
tomer/supplies. A step shared space can be useful even
when a step “team” consists of one member (the white
background in the diagonal of the teams matrix). This is
true when he/she cannot complete the whole step in one
go and needs to return to the step several times before it
is completed.

3. Inter-step collaboration support. The needs for this capa-
bility can be identified by the merged week dependencies
+ teams matrix (Table 11). The capability is desirable
when there are nonempty elements in the matrix. The
needs for this kind of support are even greater if the teams

for steps with weak dependencies do not intersect—
nonempty cells in the matrix with a white background.
One way of arranging such collaboration is by having a
communication channel between the teams. A dependent
step team can send a request for extra information and get
it back through the same channel. This will work if the
members of the team which have the information are still
available for questioning.
Another way of arranging inter-step collaboration is
based on the shared spaces technique employed for intra-
step collaboration. If the step shared space is made acces-
sible to the team of a dependent step, the members of the
latter can, themselves, find the information they need.
This will work provided that the shared spaces are struc-
tured in a way that makes it easy to navigate in them, even
for the process participants who do not participate in the
steps from which they need to obtain the information.

4. Process flow restrictions enforcement. This capability is
desirable if the parallel execution matrix (Table 3) is
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empty or sparse. If many steps can and should run in
parallel, this capability will not be particularly useful.

5. Process flow support. This capability is very useful if the
teams matrix (Table 10) shows that steps teams neither
intersect nor coincide. However, it does not do any harm
to have it, even if they do intersect. In the situation in
which many steps can run in parallel and steps teams do
not intersect, a more sophisticated coordination mecha-
nism is required than just process flow support (see the
ILS-related discussion above).

6. Participation restrictions enforcement. This capability
might be needed if steps teams do not coincide, which can
be easily determined from the teams matrix (Table 10).
The actual need for this capability depends on the rea-
sons that are not revealed by the step-relationship model.
If conveyor belt information logistics is employed, the
restrictions are established by sending results only to
the participants of the steps in which these results are to
be used. If shared spaces are employed for information
logistics support, the participation restrictions are real-
ized by limiting access to some parts of shared spaces.

The rules above are summarized in Table 12 in a quasi-formal
way.

8 Demonstration and evaluation

Demonstration, or proof-of-concept [36], is the application
of a generic solution (or artifact in terms of [36]), designed
by researchers to a real-life situation in order to test its feasi-
bility. In terms of Fig. 4, demonstration encompasses the fol-
lowing: (a) finding a specific case that instantiates the given
generic situation and problem—arrow 4; (b) implementing
the generic solution in this specific situation— arrow 5; (c)
evaluating the results—arrow 6.

The solution suggested in this paper naturally consists of
three parts: (a) building a step-relationship model, (b) ana-
lyzing the model and deriving requirements on a BPS system,
and (c) choosing tools for building the system. A project that
can produce a test case for full evaluation of the suggested
method therefore would extend from process modeling to
implementing a BPS system in practice in the organization
in question. We can then evaluate how well the implemented
system satisfies the needs of process participants. Such a
project for a modestly complex process may take a number
of years to complete. While looking for an opportunity to
complete such a project, we have tested parts of the solutions
on less ambitious projects. One type of such tests concerns
the step-relationship model itself and is aimed to answer the
following question:

Is it possible to build such a model for a real business
process, and will this model be understandable and

practically useful, even if the usage does not lay in
selecting tools for BPS system development?

This question corresponds also to the main focus of this
paper, which is the new modeling technique itself. This sec-
tion answers the question positively by presenting two cases
that include building step-relationship models of real busi-
ness processes. The cases themselves are presented in Sects.
8.1 and 8.2, while Sect. 8.3 discusses lessons learned from
the projects presented.

As we already mentioned in the introduction, DSR on
its own cannot provide sufficient evidence in favor of a
hypothesis. Definite proof comes only when and if the indus-
try/practice adopts the solution, which is the reason for [36]
to consider the dissemination of results as an important step
in a DSR project. Therefore, in Section 8.4, we discuss the
measures to be undertaken for facilitating the adoption of the
step-relationship modeling technique.

Note also that step-relationship modeling is not the only
part of the suggested solution that can be evaluated on its
own. The other part that can be evaluated independently con-
cerns an analysis of the capabilities provided by BPM tools.
The challenges related to the development of this part are
discussed in Sect. 9.2.

8.1 Process of preparing a course at a university

Our first test case concerns a process of preparing and giving a
course at a university. The course process consists of giving
the course as well as its preparation and evaluation by the
teacher and the students. Five major steps were identified in
the course preparation process.

1. Plan course includes a number of meetings with involved
teachers to decide which teaching and learning activities
to carry out during the course as well as their sequence.
The step also includes deciding and producing teaching
material for the course. Finally, an evaluation form needs
to be designed, which will be filled out by the students
when the course has ended.

2. Schedule course consists of composing a schedule with
dates, times, and locations for the lectures, lessons, and
seminar as well as date, time, and location for the written
exam and other teaching and learning activities. The step
includes a number of interactions between the teacher
responsible for the course and the person responsible for
scheduling courses in the department.

3. Publish course material consists of printed course mate-
rial. The printing is done by the person responsible for
printing.

4. Learn and teach includes a number of teaching and learn-
ing activities, such as lectures, lessons, and seminars,
managing assignments, and carrying out exams. It also
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Fig. 10 A course preparation process at a university

includes giving feedback on and/or grading reports and
exams.

5. Evaluate includes the students evaluating the course after
the end of the course. The step also includes an analysis
of the evaluation carried out by the teacher responsible
for the course.

The step-relationship matrices we created for the course
process are presented in “Appendix 10”. The graphical repre-
sentation of the input/output relationships between the steps
is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Analysis of the model of the course process with the help
of rules from Sect. 7 resulted in the following recommenda-
tions on BPM tools capabilities.

1. Information logistics support. The input–output matrix
from “Appendix 10” shows that there are many infor-
mation objects that need to be passed between the steps.
According to the teams matrix from “Appendix 10”, most
step teams intersect, and thus, this property might not be
critical. However, due to the pure number of information
objects to be passed, it will be difficult to manage all of
them manually. The transitive input–output matrix from
“Appendix 10” indicates that there are no loops for for-
malized input–outputs. The parallel dependencies matrix
from “Appendix 10” is far from sparse (five crosses),
which means that the conveyor belt approach to infor-
mation logistics is not particularly suitable. Summarizing
the above, the course process would benefit from infor-
mation logistics support, based on the construction site
approach, e.g., shared spaces techniques.

2. Intra-step collaboration support. The intra-step collabo-
ration is desirable, according to the teams matrix from
“Appendix 10”. As shared spaces techniques is recom-
mended for this process (see 1. above), shared spaces
could also be used for intra-step collaboration.

3. Inter-step collaboration support. The weak dependencies
+ team matrix from “Appendix 10” is not empty, which
shows that inter-step collaboration takes place. However,
the majority of nonempty elements in this matrix have
a light gray background. The latter shows that the inter-

steps collaboration is not critical and can be solved by
intersecting teams.

4. Process flow restrictions enforcement. The parallel exe-
cution matrix from “Appendix 10” shows that most activ-
ities can be carried out in parallel. Therefore, process flow
restrictions enforcement could hardly apply.

5. Process flow support. The teams matrix from “Appen-
dix 10” shows that most steps teams intersect. Therefore,
process flow support is not a critical capability here, but
it could be useful if provided.

6. Participation restrictions enforcement. As the teams
matrix from “Appendix 10” shows that none of the teams
coincide, the needs for participation restriction should be
investigated based on the other considerations than matri-
ces. As we clearly have different participants groups, i.e.,
teachers and students, this capability is needed, and it
should be expressed in different rights of viewing and
updating shared spaces introduced for information logis-
tics support and intra-step collaboration.

The model in Fig. 10 and “Appendix 10”, and the analysis
above have been used for choosing a modeling technique for
building a detailed model of the course process and a proto-
type of a system to support it. The aim of the detailed model
is to solicit detailed requirements for a system, including
support for information flow and participants’ collaboration.
As the analysis above pointed to nonworkflow ability of the
course process, we looked for modeling techniques and tools
that were not based on workflow thinking, in particular tech-
niques and tools that support data-centric/data-driven [33], or
artifact-driven [20] process modeling. After choosing a tool
that satisfied requirements and was available, we produced a
detailed data-centric process model and a working prototype
of a BPS system for the course process [17]. The run-time
environment of the tool used for modeling ensured function-
ing of the prototype based on the interpretation of the model
without much extra effort for building the prototype. The
only effort that required was fine tuning of the Web forms.

The model and the prototype were built by a MS stu-
dent who used the authors as domain specialists. Both were
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Fig. 11 Software development at a large ICT provider—input/output relationships

demonstrated in a meeting that besides the authors and the
MS student included two teachers from our department that
were totally unaware of the project. The goal of presenta-
tion was to get answers on three questions: (a) Whether the
model captured all details needed for building a system, (b)
whether the prototype gave good understanding of how the
system built according to it would work, and (c) whether they
were prepared to use this system, if it were built. The answers
for questions (b) and (c) from the two teachers that did not
participate in the project were positive, namely the prototype
gave good understanding of how the system built according
to it would work, and they were prepared to use this system, if
it were built. The discussion around the first question reveals
some concerns, e.g., on the needs for integrating with other
systems already in place.

The modeling and prototyping project discussed above
represent only partial evaluation of our approach. The real
evaluation would require building a system and introducing
it in practice. Making a decision on this issue is outside our
control, and for now, we do not plan to conduct any further
research that concerns this particular case.

Returning back to the model in Fig. 10 and “Appendix
10”, it has been drawn by the authors in one brainstorming
session. There was no need to engage other people, as the
authors were familiar with the process through their own
experience as university teachers. It took about two hours
to create a step-relationship model of this process along the
guidelines suggested in “Appendix 11”.

Summarizing our experience in this test case, we can con-
clude that:

– for a relatively simple business process, it does not take
much time to create a step-relationship process model fol-
lowing the guidelines in “Appendix 11” and then derive
requirements on a BPM tool according to the guidelines
from Section 7;

– a step-relationship model could be useful, if not for select-
ing a BPM tool, then for selecting a modeling technique
appropriate for building a detailed model of the process
in question.

8.2 Software development at a large ICT provider

A more complex test that concerned step-relationship mod-
eling was completed at a large ICT provider who recently
went through reengineering of their software development
process. The reengineering concerned transforming this
process from a traditional phase-based development with
local software development teams, to a process of work-
ing in an iterative manner using the Scrum project manage-
ment methodology and employing geographically distributed
teams that have cultural differences and often work in differ-
ent time zones.

The new software development process employed a num-
ber of tools for managing requirements and test cases, track-
ing bugs, and problem reports among others. Still, the project
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Table 13 Parallel execution
matrix for test case 2 BR TR AR FD-A FD-B IC RM

Business requirements (BR)

Technical requirements (TR)

Assigning requirements (AR)

Feature A development (FD-A) x x x

Feature B development (FD-B) x x x

Implementation coordination (IC) x x x

Release management (RM) x x x

management felt that there were some problems in the new
settings that warranted analysis of the suitability of the tools
employed. The decision was made to start a small-scale
project to analyze the situation and suggest improvement in
both the tools employed and the process organization. It was
also decided to use step-relationship modeling in the project.

In contrast to the case in Sect. 8.1, the software develop-
ment process was quite complex and included many partici-
pants. Nevertheless, in the end, it was possible to identify a
relatively small number of steps and then define relationships
between them. The steps and the major part of input/output
relationships between them are presented in graphical form
in Fig. 11 (for more details see [13]). As can be seen in Fig.
11, we succeeded in reducing the number of steps to seven for
this complex process. In the actual case, the number of feature
development steps was more than two. However, the model
in Fig. 11, with only two Feature X development steps (A and
B), represents the process quite well, because adding more
feature development steps does not add structural complex-
ity, only quantitative complexity. Most of interactions happen
between Feature X development, Implementation coordina-
tion , and Release management. The parallel execution matrix
for this process is presented in Table 13. This matrix shows
that steps Business requirements,Technical requirements, and
Assigning requirements are executed in sequential fashion,
while Feature X development, Implementation coordination,
and Release management run in parallel. As these last steps
also have tight input/output coupling, the parallell dependen-
cies matrix has a considerable number of crosses.

All steps have teams. The teams for the first two steps
do not intersect with each other and with the teams of the
other steps. Assigning requirements intersect with Implemen-
tation coordination and Feature X development. Implemen-
tation coordination intersects with Feature X development
and Release management. Different Feature X development
teams neither intersect between themselves, nor do they inter-
sect with Release Management team.

On the whole, coordinating Feature X developments and
Release Management requires a lot of efforts from the Imple-
mentation coordination team and does not work smoothly.

In the project, we successfully built a full step-relationship
model and derived requirements on tool support for the soft-

ware development process. As this process already employed
a number of tools, completely substituting them was out of
the question. The model and requirements were used for
analysis of suitability of the tools already employed. For this
end, we created a new matrix in which cells showed which
tools were used to support (a) relationships between the steps
(nondiagonal cells) and (b) step teams work (diagonal cells).

Through analysis of the tools, we found a lack of sup-
port for the weak dependencies between IC (Implementation
Coordination) on one hand and FDs (feature development
teams) and RM (Release Management) on the other hand. To
improve support for the weak dependencies, a tool that would
provide an integrated picture of the teams’ activities seemed
necessary. Such a tool could analyze activities around the
different requirements assigned to a team, e.g., code compi-
lations, or bug reports, and give warnings on suspicious or
too much activity, or lack of such activity.

The project of building a model and giving recommenda-
tions was conducted by a team consisting of three members,
which included the first author of this paper. The other par-
ticipants were a MS student from Stockholm University and
a researcher from the ICT organization who coordinated the
project. The project consisted of the following steps:

1. Identify all units engaged in the software development
process;

2. Interview representatives of each unit;
3. Create a hypothesis—draw a step-relationship model

based on the material from interviews;
4. Verify and refine the hypothesis by presenting it to the

interviewed representatives, and thus developing the final
version of the model;

5. Derive requirements on the tool support from the model
and compare them with the capabilities provided by the
existing tools;

6. Present the model and findings to the representatives of
the units who participated in the project and discuss alter-
natives for continuing the work.

The bulk of the work in the project was completed by the
MS student and researcher from the ICT provider. The role
of the first author was limited to scientific supervision and
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providing assistance in creating a hypothesis and formulat-
ing findings. A more detailed description of the project was
published in [13] and is included in the student’s MS thesis.

From the discussions with participants of the software
development process (Step 6 above), it became clear that the
step-relationship model produced in the project had value in
addition to the assessment of the existing tools and sugges-
tions for adding new tools. The model represented the first
concise description of the software development process that
emerged after accepting Scrum and the geographically dis-
tributed teams. Therefore, the model can be used for present-
ing the process to all its participants, so that they can fully
grasp the holistic picture of software development and their
role in it.

Based on the results of this limited-scope project, it was
decided to start a new feasibility study. The study would
concentrate on both (a) tool support for weak dependencies,
and (b) using step-relationship modeling for planning and
following up all projects inside the company.

Summarizing our experience in this test case, we can con-
clude that:

– It is possible to develop a concise step-relationship model
even for a relatively complex process though it takes time
and effort to build the model;

– A step-relationship model can be useful for the assess-
ment of tools already employed for supporting the
process, and for giving a holistic view of the process to
its participants in order to enable them to make decisions
not only from their local point of view, but for the best of
the entire process.

8.3 Lessons learned

The cases presented in the previous sub-sections did not
include the usage of step-relationship modeling for the sake
of selecting a BPM tool, which was the problem that initiated
the development of a new modeling technique. We are still
looking for an opportunity to employ our technique for this
purpose. However, lessons learned in the completed cases
can be used for the continuing development of the new mod-
eling technique; in particular, the following lessons could be
useful for further research and development.

1. Step-relationship modeling is useful for the tasks “adja-
cent” to the one of selecting BPM tools, e.g., for assessing
already employed tools to discover gaps and misalign-
ment, as was done in the second test case, or for choosing
a modeling technique for detailed analysis of the process,
as was done in the first case. In addition, the technique can
be useful for completely different tasks, as was discov-
ered in the second test case. More particular, it indicated
its usefulness for increasing the level of understanding of

a complex process by its participants. There may be other
areas where step-relationship modeling could be useful,
which warrants an additional study.

2. A step-relationship model, when it has been built, is
understandable for the process participants, even when
they have no formal training in business process model-
ing, which is one of the lessons from our second case.

3. While the matrix form of presenting step relationships is
very convenient for formal analysis and matrices merg-
ing, it is not particularly good for visualizing the issues
in derived matrices that need special attention. It was
revealed that the graphical form of the type of Fig. 11
is much better for brainstorming discussions. A better
way for visualizing derived matrices and special issues
revealed in them needs to be found in order to increase
the usefulness of the model.

4. The key feature of the step-relationships model is derived
matrices, especially the parallel dependencies matrix (see
Sect. 5.5) and the merger of the weak dependencies
matrix and teams matrix (see Sect. 5.8). Analysis of these
matrices shows the issues in the process that require spe-
cial consideration, which helped us to identify areas of
improvements in the second case. This warrants looking
into other possible combinations of basic matrices to see
whether some of them could have meaning and be useful.

5. Building derived matrices manually takes time, and this
may lead to human-introduced errors. This work needs
to be automated, which is not a particularly difficult task.

6. So far, in all cases where step-relationship modeling has
been used, at least one of the authors has participated.
However, the main bulk of modeling work in the second
case was done by two other members of the project team,
one of which was an MS student. In addition, we had one
smaller project where two students, in the frame of their
BS thesis, built a step-relationship model of a catering
process at a small restaurant. Based on our experience,
we believe that the skills of step-relationship modeling
are transferable, in particular, to professional business
consultants that already have experience in the analysis
of complex business situations. However, to facilitate the
transfer, there is a need to develop practically oriented
manuals that include instructions of the type presented in
“Appendix 11”, alongside examples of their application.
In addition, some kind of tool-support for filling matrices
would make the knowledge- and skill-transfer easier.

8.4 Promoting adoption

While continuing to look for new practical cases where the
suggested solution as a whole, or the step-relationship model
can be tested, we accept that the researchers, themselves, can-
not create enough cases to prove the validity of their finding.
The only way to obtain such a proof is by promoting the
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Fig. 12 Adapted from [32]

adoption of our solution and modeling technique so that oth-
ers can provide enough cases for a rigorous investigation. To
conduct the promotion effectively, we need to identify the
most promising recipients for adoption.

According to the classical works on the adoption and diffu-
sion of technology [38], successful adoption requires reach-
ing a critical mass of adopters. To ensure that a critical mass is
reached in the most effective way, efforts need to be concen-
trated where the negative feedback can be minimized, and
the positive feedback maximized (see Fig. 12). BPM tool
vendors may not be considered as an appropriate target for
early adoption. Their marketing efforts are directed at pro-
moting their existing tools; thus, a method that reveals that
their tools might not be appropriate in some particular cases
could be easily rejected. A more appropriate target group
would be business consultants and business analysts that are
not attached to particular IT or to BPM vendors or solutions.
For this target group, new methods that permit the completion
of certain tasks with better precision or results would create
a competitive advantage. In addition, it will allow them to
bring something new to their customers.

Attracting this group, however, requires the completion of
a number of tasks that will clearly demonstrate the advantages
of the new method:

1. Clearly formulating the areas of applicability in the form
of a list of practical problems that the suggested method
and new process modeling technique are aimed to solve
(see lesson learned #1 in the previous section).

2. The problems in such a list should be formulated in busi-
ness rather than technical terms. Based on our already
existing experience, the list could include the following
items: “recommending a BPM tool suitable for a particu-
lar process”; “assessing alignment between business and
IT”; and “team-building in large software development
processes that uses Scrum methodologies.” The list will
be increased when more test cases have been completed
that include step-relationship process modeling.

3. Providing means for visualization of results and IT sup-
port that makes it easier to complete a project and demon-
strate the results (see lessons learned #3 and #5 in the
previous section).

4. Providing descriptions of test cases that demonstrate the
results achieved when using the suggested method and
modeling technique.

5. Task 4 should be completed via easily available for prac-
titioners’ outlets, e.g., Internet, journals directed at prac-
titioners, and business-oriented conferences.

6. Providing manuals with clear description and examples
on how the method and modeling technique can be
employed in practice (see lesson learned #6 in the previ-
ous section).

The above tasks for dissemination of our research results
and promoting the adoption of our method and modeling
technique are included in our long-term plans. Some of
these tasks, for example, developing methods of visualiza-
tion for step-relationship matrices are planned for the near
future.

9 Discussion and plans for the future

9.1 Contribution and potential impact

The practical applications of the solution presented in this
paper, and in particular, the new process modeling technique,
have been discussed in Sect. 8. Section 8 also includes a
strategic plan for promoting the adoption of our suggestions
by industry. This section presents a summary of what we
believe are the main contributions of this paper in the field
of research and what impact they may have on it.

The steadily growing number of publications related to
the requirements for BPM tools, such as [21], and for BPS
systems in general, such as [6], shows that the research com-
munity is aware of the importance of this issue. Our contri-
bution to this awareness is that we have highlighted the need
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for deriving requirements from the nature of the process to
be supported, not only from the general issues related to all
processes. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not
been clearly formulated in the research literature, although
there is tacit awareness of its existence. We believe that our
work may inspire other researchers to look for solutions for
the problem formulated.

In addition to formulating the problem, this paper outlines
a particular solution for it. The solution is based on the idea of
building a high-level model of the process with just enough of
details to produce a list of requirements on a BPM tool or BPS
system. Such a solution is economically advantageous, as it
requires less effort than building a detailed business process
model. According to our experience, for a relatively simple
process, such a model can be built during one facilitating
workshop (see Sect. 8.1). For a more complex process, it
takes more time, but largely because it requires interviewing
many people to understand the whole picture (see Sect. 8.2).
Using a step-relationship model also diminishes the risk that
a particular choice of modeling technique for producing a
detailed model creates a bias in the process of requirements
elicitation. Because our solution is not fully developed, we
hope that the publication of this paper will encourage others
to join our efforts in developing this solution further, and/or
in testing it.

The central component of our solution is a new process
modeling technique—step-relationship modeling. The main
characteristics of this technique are its use of multiple
aspects and high level of consideration. The model takes into
account several well-known aspects of business processes,
such as input–output flow as it is carried out, for exam-
ple, in IDEF0 [22]. In addition, it formalizes less-known
aspects, such as informal information exchange between
process participants—in the form of the so-called weak rela-
tionships. High level refers to the fact that the level of detail
depicted in the model is limited. For example, we do not con-
sider which roles are engaged in each step, but only whether
the steps have teams, and whether they intersect or coincide.
As far as we know, there is no modeling technique that con-
siders our particular combination of aspects, while keeping
the description on a high level. We hope that our work will
encourage others to conduct research in multi-aspects and
high-level business process modeling.

As has already been summarized in lesson learned #4 (see
Sect. 8.3), the most interesting observations on the nature
of the process at hand are obtained from an analysis of the
derived matrices. Normally, a derived matrix is produced,
by merging two or several other matrices, thus revealing the
properties that arise from the interaction of several aspects.
As far as we know, such interactions are not well researched.
Thus, our approach may increase the interest in the analysis
of the interaction of various aspects by providing the means
to carry it out.

As has already been mentioned in lesson learned #1 (see
Sect. 8.3), the step-relationship model appears to be useful15

in situations other than the one for which it was invented, such
as assessment of tools already employed for supporting a
business process, or giving a holistic view of the process to
its participants. The latter is due to the fact that the model is
understandable even for people without formal BMP training
(see lesson learned #2 in Sect. 8.3). There might be other
fields of application that could be revealed when (and if)
practice and research adopt the new modeling technique.

While formulating a problem and discussing a solution,
this paper demonstrates the practical usage of DSR. In this
respect, the paper can be viewed as a test case for the DSR
model suggested in [12]. We found the two-worlds model,
described in Sect. 3, to be useful for planning our work,
including the planning of the continuation of the research.
While working on the second test case (Sect. 8.2), we discov-
ered that the modeling technique that we suggested for solv-
ing one problem may be useful for other problems. This war-
rants formulating other hypotheses in the generic situations-
problems-solutions space of Fig. 3 with solutions based on
employing step-relationship modeling. In respect to DSR,
we hope that its usage, as described in this paper, might raise
interest in design science in general, and our approach of
planning DSR projects, as described in Sect. 3, and in [12].

9.2 Challenges to overcome

The full solution outlined in this paper can be summarized
as the process of choosing BPM tools, as presented in Fig.
13. Only the first four steps were given full attention in the
previous sections. In this section, we will look at challenges
to overcome when dealing with the last step.

The most immediate challenge is connected to the fact
that BPM tools vendors do not describe their tools in terms
of the capabilities we have listed. Usually, they do not pro-
vide information in such terms as information logistics or
process flow restrictions. The descriptions the vendors use
are in terms of a business domain for which the tool is rec-
ommended, or/and in the form of functional specifications.
To formalize the last step in Fig. 13, there is a need to intro-
duce a standard for the capabilities of by BPM tools that can
be used by the vendors, or design a practical methodology of
analysis of BPM tools that produces a list of these capabili-
ties. In addition, just having a list of capabilities provided by
a BPM tool may not be enough because there can be depen-
dencies between them, with the result that some capabilities
cannot be provided without the others. These dependencies
need to be revealed so that choosing a tool that provides one
useful capability, but also includes a set of unusable ones that
can be avoided.

15 Which would satisfy [18] requirement on modeling: “Essentially,
all models are wrong, but some are useful,” p. 424.
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Fig. 13 A simplified process for choosing BPM tools

We consider that the idea of a standard forced upon tool
vendors has little chance of success. Providing a methodol-
ogy to analyze a tool and obtain a list of capabilities it sup-
ports seems to have a better chance for success. In the end,
there could be an established service that analyzes any new
tool, or a major modification of an existing tool and publishes
a list of the capabilities it supports. The first step that we plan
for developing such a methodology is to study the existing
BPM tools and the documentation that describes them. The
purpose of this study will be to investigate the vocabularies
used in different kind of tools and find out how particular
capabilities can be expressed in each of the vocabularies.

The next challenge is connected to the fact that it might
not be practical to choose a BPM tool that is based only on the
characteristics of one process. For example, if the same peo-
ple participate in several different processes, it would be dif-
ficult to introduce, into practice, several BPS systems based
on different principles. In such a situation, the choice could
be between reaching a compromise when choosing a BPM
tool and developing a specialized BPS system. This kind
of decision lies outside the scope of this paper, because we
believe these decisions need to be made on the case-by-case
basis. For such cases, our solution could still be useful, as it
can give information on what capabilities are desirable for
each particular process, and which BPM tools provide which
capabilities. This could help in making an informed decision
and reaching a compromise.

9.3 Plans for the future

In Sects. 8.3, 8.4, and 9.2, we have already described what
is needed for the further development of our solution and for
making it useful for practical purposes. This includes, but is
not limited to the following:

1. Developing the means for the visualization of derived
matrices. The importance of this activity follows from
lesson learned #3 (see Sect. 8.3).

2. Developing a methodology of BPM tools analysis that
will help in obtaining a list of capabilities provided by
each tool in the market to meet the challenges discusses
in Sect. 9.2

3. Finding more test cases to further validate the usefulness
of our approach in general and our modeling technique
in particular.

4. Developing software to support step-relationships mod-
eling, including automatically producing derived matri-
ces and visual representations of them. The importance
of this activity follows from lessons learned #3 and #5
(see Sect. 8.3).

5. Developing practical methodology (manuals) for step-
relationship business process modeling. The importance
of this activity follows from lesson learned #6 (see Sect.
8.3).

At present, most of our efforts are invested in the first activ-
ity on the list. This is being done in the frame of a prac-
tical project in cooperation with the same ICT provider, as
reported in Sect. 8.2. The project is aimed at building a model
of another software engineering process at this provider; this
process is similar but not equal to the one described in Sect.
8.2. The goal of the project was to provide a holistic view on
the process to be used for its improvement. In this project,
we are both extending the model, and investigating the ways
of visual presentation of other matrices than the input–output
matrix. The extension concerns representation of diversity of
step teams with respect to organizational, geographical, and
professional affinity of their members, which also need to be
represented graphically.

We also started investigation related to the second activ-
ity on the list, but for the moment, it goes slowly due to
the lack of resources. Pursuing this and the rest of activities
on the list will be carried out as resources become avail-
able. Besides the research activities, we are negotiating with
a group of management consultants on the issue of adoption
of our technique.
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10 Appendix 1: Matrices for the course preparation
process model

This appendix contains all matrices for the model of the
course preparation process described in Sect. 9.1
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10.1 Input–output matrix

Input–output Plan course Schedule course Print course material Teach and learn Evaluate

Plan course

Schedule course *Activity sequence

Print course material *Course material

Teach and learn *Working material *Schedule Printed course material

Evaluate *Evaluation form

10.2 Transitive input–output matrix

Input–output Plan course Schedule course Print course material Teach and learn Evaluate

Plan course

Schedule course x

Print course material x

Teach and learn x x x

Evaluate x

10.3 Parallel execution matrix

Input–output Plan course Schedule course Print course material Teach and learn Evaluate

Plan course x x x

Schedule course x x x

Print course material x x x

Teach and learn x x x

Evaluate

10.4 Parallel dependencies

Input–output Plan course Schedule course Print course material Teach and learn Evaluate

Plan course

Schedule course x

Print course material x

Teach and learn x x x

Evaluate
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10.5 Weak dependencies

Input–output Plan course Schedule course Print course material Teach and learn Evaluate

Plan course Modification of teaching
and learning activities
Modification of material

Schedule course Size of groups, elapses
between activities, etc.

modification of schedule

Print course material Feedback on quality of material

Teach and learn Rational for learning and
teaching activities

Evaluate Rational for learning and
teaching activities

10.6 Teams matrix

Output
Input 

Plan course Schedule 
course 

Print course 
material 

Teach and 
learn 

Evaluate 

Plan course [Teachers]

Schedule 
course 

[Teachers-
Scheduler] 

Print course 
material 

Teach and 
learn 

[Teachers and 
Students] 

Evaluate [Teachers and 
Students]

10.7 Weak dependencies + teams

Output
Input 

Plan course Schedule 
course

Print course 
material

Teach and learn Evaluate

Plan course 

Schedule 
course 

Size of groups, 
elapses between 
activities, etc. 

Modification of 
teaching and learning 
activities. Modification 
of material 

Print course 
material 

Feedback on 
quality of material 

Modification of 
schedule 

Teach and 
learn 

Rational for 
learning and 
teaching activities 

Evaluate Rational for 
learning and 
teaching activities 
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11 Appendix 2: Guidelines for brainstorming process
properties

This appendix contains a set of questions that could be used
in a facilitating workshop with process participants aimed at
building a high-level business process model for the process
in question. Based on the answers, one can build all matrices
introduced in Sect. 5.

6. Identify major step in the process.

Example software engineering, steps Requirements,
Design, Coding, Test (See Fig.1)

7. For each step identify the following
a) Inputs: things that should be provided to the people work-
ing in the step so that they can successfully complete their
work. Inputs that needs to be present at the very beginning
when work starts are marked with asterisk (*)
b) Outputs: the result expected in this step
c) Size of the step: team especially whether only one person
is engaged in the step or there are more people engaged

Example Requirements

a) Inputs: None
b) Outputs: Requirements specifications; Test specifications
c) Size of the team: more than one person

Example Design

a) Inputs: Requirements specifications*
b) Outputs: Design Specifications
c) Size of the team: more than one person

8. For each pair of steps A and B determine the following
a) I/O A to B: Outputs from A that serve as inputs for B
b) I/O B to A: Outputs from B that serve as inputs for A
c) Parallel execution?: Whether A and B are allowed to run
in parallel
d) Team Intersection?: Not intersect, Intersect, Coincide (are
the same)
e) Weak dependencies A to B: Whether B may require some
extra information from A, aside of possible inputs to B that
are outputs from A
f) Weak dependencies B to A: Whether A may require some
extra information from B, aside of possible inputs to A that
are outputs from B

Example: A = Requirements, B = Design

a) I/O A to B: Requirements specifications
b) I/O B to A: None
c) Parallel execution?: Yes
d) Team Intersection?: Intersect
e) Weak dependencies A to B: Yes, e.g. explanations on the

importance of some requirements
f) Weak dependencies B to A: No

Example A = Design, B = Requirements

a) I/O A to B: None
b) I/O B to A: None
c) Parallel execution?: No
d) Team Intersection?: Not intersect
e) Weak dependencies A to B: No
f) Weak dependencies B to A: No
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